
Grant Report:  CBB PPP Mellon Faculty Enhancement  
 

Grant Title: Process, Performance, Pedagogy: Perspectives on Hybridity in Dance and Theater 

Core Faculty Participants: Todd Coulter (Colby), Annie Kloppenberg (Colby), Rachel Boggia 

(Bates), Carol Dilley (Bates), Michael Reidy (Bates) 

Collaborators: David Brick, Mark Lord, Amy Smith, Andrew Simonet (Headlong Dance 

Theater of Philadelphia).   

 

Total Grant Award: $41,618.00 

Total Grant Expenditures as of July 16, 2012: $38,652.00 (all grant funds earmarked to be 

spent) 

 

“College-level dance and theater teachers have long made the case for 

performance as a mode of investigation, a way of knowing... that our students, 

our audiences, and we ourselves find these modes of learning and of 

expression enlightening, critical, engaging, essential to truth-seeking and self-

knowing.... Clearly, Colby and Bates are leaders of this pack…” 

-Lynn Matluk Brooks, Arthur and Katherine Shadek Professor of Humanities 

and Dance , Franklin and Marshall College  

 

General Overview 

The collaborative research into performance and pedagogy afforded by this grant has been a great 

success.  Our application proposed: 

“ [A] collaborative project that will strengthen the artistic community of theater and dance 

artists at Bates, Bowdoin, and Colby Colleges. We will provide significant opportunities for 

meaningful engagement with professional artists for our students. This project has the potential 

to radically and permanently affect our interdisciplinarity, pedagogy, and curricular 

development. Our project hinges on creative and performance research by faculty through the 

commission of a new hybrid performance work by the acclaimed Headlong Dance Theater 

(HDT). The questions we address will be tackled with groups of students and faculty at all three 

institutions. The campus communities will be exposed to a deep process of creative research, 

workshops, and discussions. The final product of our research will be presented professionally, 



an essential component of an artist’s research profile. With good press, this has the potential to 

bolster the visibility of our Theater and Dance programs at the national level.” 

 

We are proud to say that at the conclusion of the grant-funded activities, we have exceeded, 

achieved or made significant progress towards all of these goals.  

 

With our collaborators Headlong Dance Theater (HDT) of Philadelphia, we have completed the 

following phases: 

 

A. An initial research phase in Philadelphia. 

B. Two creative residencies at Bates College and one creative residency at Colby College.  In 

these residencies, HDT taught student workshops, lead community wide discussions on dance and 

theater pedagogy, and facilitated the development of Avalanche, a singular new hybrid dance-

theater work performed by Coulter, Kloppenberg, Boggia, Dilley, and Reidy. 

C.  A public, professional performance of Avalanche at The Performance Garage in Philadelphia 

in conjunction with the Society of Dance History Scholars Conference  June 14-16 2012.   

 

(D) We are now completing a final phase of the project: a writing, touring and development phase 

in which faculty participants will both write academic papers on the process and continue to 

develop and perform Avalanche. 

 

Timeline of Funded Activities with brief description and outcomes 

1.  Initial Meeting: September 3-5 2011 Philadelphia PA 

After initial summer correspondence in which core participants emailed descriptions of personal 

and research interests, all core faculty participants traveled to Philadelphia.  The goals of this trip 

were to to gain familiarity with contemporary performance practices that blend Theater and 

Dance and begin to develop a vocabulary of shared language and experience with each other and 

HDT.  The two main methods employed were: 

1. Attending and discussing performances in the concurrent Philadelphia Live Arts and 

Philadelphia Fringe Festivals. 

2. Participating in introductory rehearsals directed by Headlong Dance Theater (HDT).   

 

In a long weekend, the core faculty members attended approximately five dance or theater 

performances each, including “Twelfth Night” by Pig Iron Theater Company “Red Rovers” by 



Headlong Dance Theater “Method Gun” by Rude Mechs, “WHaLE OPTICS” by Lucidity 

Suitcase Intercontinental, and the film installation “Zon-Mai” by Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui and Gilles 

Delmas.  Attending and discussing these performances together with members of HDT gave the 

core participants a chance to get to explore their preferences and interests in performance writ 

large.   

 

Rehearsals with Headlong Dance Theater focused on dance and theater exercises including 

compositional improvisation games, contact improvisation, and performances of one minute solos 

or scenes that faculty participants were asked by HDT to prepare ahead of time.  All participants 

were also asked to tell their life story in 30 minutes. 

The rehearsals formed a bedrock of material and community for the rest of the creative process 

and revealed a unique collaborative structure in HDT in which all members of the company 

contribute freely to a process facilitated by one of the members.  HDT co-director David Brick 

took leadership of the project and Mark Lord was introduced as the dramaturge for the project.  

Amy Smith and Andrew Simonet were also in secondary directorial roles.  The core faculty 

participants contributed movement and text as well as compositional ideas and were the 

performers.  Boggia, Dilley, and Kloppenberg identified as dancers, Coulter as an Actor/Director, 

and Reidy as a designer.  However, all participants expressed interest in crossing disciplinary 

boundaries in the rehearsal process and performance, and, indeed, did so throughout the entire 

project. 

 

 

2. Headlong Residency 1: January 11-20 2012  Bates College 

a. Student engagement/master classes (reached approx. 70 students) 

i.  HDT teaching: 

1. a dance theater hybrid master class attended for students from 

the Advanced Voice and Speech class as well as student groups 

including the Rob Players and Dance Club.  

1. Advanced Movement for Actors class. 

2. Dance Composition class. 



 
faculty observe the workshop 

 
students create movement theater studies in the workshop 

 
wrap up discussion lead by HDT 

 

c. Faculty rehearsal 

i. Core faculty members met with HDT approximately six hours per day to 



develop and rehearse the new work, discuss pedagogy, and creative 

processes within theater and dance. 

d. Round table discussion 

i. Headlong Dance Theater hosted a roundtable discussion with the full 

faculty from the Bates Department of Theater and Dance, giving a 

presentation on the role of Theater in the Liberal Arts and discussing 

training methodologies. 

e. Interactions with Bates Artist in Residence Marc Bamuthi Joseph 

i.  Marc Lord and David Brick of HDT attend Arts in the liberal arts 

learning group dinner with Marc Bamuthi Joseph and faculty.   All take 

part in discussion about arts pedagogy in the liberal arts. 

ii. All core participants attend a reading by Marc Bamuthi Joseph and later 

discuss how his work relates to our project. 

f. In progress showing 

i. Students and faculty gathered to see a work in progress showing of the 

forming performance work performed by core faculty members.  They 

asked questions and gave feedback in a post showing discussion 

facilitated by HDT. 

4. Headlong Residency 2: Feburary 15-20 Colby College 

a. Student Engagement/master classes with HDT (reached approx. 50 students): 

i. Todd Coulter’s Directing class. 

ii. Annie Kloppenberg’s Improvisation class. 

iii. Annie Kloppenberg’s Dance Experience Class 

iv. Lunch discussion with students. 

b. Public Round Table Discussion 

i. Faculty from Colby, Bates, and Bowdoin discussed Theater and Dance 

Pedagogy in a discussion moderated by HDT that is currently being 

transcribed and will be a major source for our academic paper. 

c. Rehearsal (approximately six hours per day) 

d. In progress Showing and post showing discussion. 

5. Headong Resideny 3: April 18-22 Bates College 

a. Rehearsal (approximately six hours per day). 

b. Final showing and post performance discussion attended by students and faculty 



from all three schools. 

6. Performances in Philadelphia:  June 14-16 2012.  A public, professional performance 

of Avalanche at The Performance Garage in Philadelphia in conjunction with the Society 

of Dance History Scholars Conference.  

 

After eight months of collaborative creative research directed by Headlong Dance 

Theater, Coulter, Kloppenberg, Reidy, Boggia and Dilley performed Avalanche, a 45 

minute original hybrid dance-theater performance on June 14-16 2012 at the Performance 

Garage in Philadelphia. The performance was open to the public as well as presented as a 

scheduled session of the Society of Dance History Scholars conference “Dance and the 

Social City.” The performances were met with positive audience response, engaged post 

performance discussions, and positive reviews in two major dance review publications: 

The Philadelphia Inquirer and ThinkingDance.net.  These forums confirmed the 

relevance of our project to the field at large. 

http://thinkingdance.net/articles/2012/06/18/Episodes-and-Academe-Avalanche 

http://articles.philly.com/2012-06-16/news/32269953_1_dance-theater-avalanche-dance-

history-scholars 

 

 

 

 



Boggia, Dilley and Reidy in a theatrical scene based on the casts writings.  This is Boggia’s first 

experience delivering memorized text on stage.

 
 

Dilley, Reidy, and Coulter in the same scene.   Acting is Couter’s expertise.

 
Dilley and Coulter in a choreographed dance duet. 

 



Kloppenberg and Coulter improvise as part of the performance.

 
 

The cast improvises to music using a set of directives, known as a score.

  
Reidy, a set  and lighting designer leads an improvisation as part of the performance. 

 

While the Philadelphia performance brought closure to our proposed project, it also opened many 

new ideas and questions to pursue as a group.  Performance is an ongoing part of our research.  

We have been approached about to performing Avalanche at the Skin Horse Theater in New 

Orleans, LA and are also planning a fall performance at Bates College and possibly in Portland, 

Maine and New York City.   

 

 

 

Outcomes 

Our artistic and scholarly collaboration with Headlong Dance Theater and fellow faculty has 

exceeded our expectations and yielded benefits at the departmental and intercollegiate levels, 

including the following: 



  

1.  Performance: Philadelphia, June 2012 and possible future engagements are equivalent to 

publication of our work. Thus the performance is both process and product. 

2.  Scholarly papers by primary investigators and core faculty performers in process. 

3.  Increased cross disciplinary collaboration between theater and dance faculty within 

institutions as well as among our institutions including theatrical productions and pedagogical 

exchanges.    

4.  The creation of community for both students and faculty across campuses. 

5.  Student benefit: direct exposure to faculty creative research and classroom activities with 

the guest artists from HDT.  

6. Ongoing applications of this research in both our classrooms and our own research. 

 

Conclusion: 

For many of the core faculty participants,  the project was meaningful beyond our stated 

expectations in personal, artistic, and professional arenas. Perhaps most important is the tangible 

creative and intellectual community created between and within our departments through this 

collaboration.  We now have a basis of experience that allows us to more clearly understand and 

appreciate the many points of view we represent within the disciplines of Theater and Dance.  In 

addition to yielding direct products including future performances of Avalanche and the scholarly 

paper that we now are drafting on performance pedagogy, the collegiality and fluidity of 

conversation within our research group will be a boon for teaching and research in years to come.   

 

 


